INTERNATIONAL SCOUTING PASSPORT CHECKLIST

1. PASSPORT: ADULTS

☐ Get passport photos – Walgreens, CVS, FedEx have this service
☐ Photocopy, front and back, of proof of citizenship - birth certificate, report of birth abroad, naturalization papers
☐ Photocopy or ID – DL, state ID card, military ID
☐ Get fee money - first time applicant (adult) $135, renewal (adult) $110, (expedited costs more)
☐ Fill out forms – first time DS-11, renewal DS-82
☐ Take forms to US Post Office/Local Acceptance Agent OR
☐ Fill out app online – https://travel.state.gov/content/passports/en/passports.html

2. PASSPORT: YOUTH (UNDER 16)

☐ All of above, plus:
☐ Fees - minor first time applying $105
☐ BOTH PARENTS’ IDs AND permission needed for app